Peabody Awards Collection - selected programs on the U.S. Constitution
*denotes viewing copy available

On-Line Catalog is available here:
http://www.libs.uga.edu/media/collections/peabody/pbdatabase/index.html

Programs available in the basement of the Main Library at the Media Desk. Please contact Jermaine King at 706-542-7360 or at king@uga.edu if you have any questions about obtaining these programs for viewing.

Call number is listed after broadcast year. Example: 63061 PST is the call number for At Issue: The Constitution

1963 | 63061 | PST | 1 of 1 | At Issue: The Constitution | WOOD | Grand Rapids, MI, USA
1968 | 68046 | PST | 1 of 1 | Justice Black and the Bill of Rights | CBS | New York, NY, USA
1973 | 73003 | NWT | 1 of 1 | Freedom of Information | WCKT | Miami, FL, USA
1973 | 73019 | EDT | 1 of 1 | The First and Essential Freedom | ABC | New York, NY, USA
1973 | 73021 | NWT | 1 of 1 | CBS News. 1973--excerpt, Amending the Constitution | CBS | New York, NY, USA
1979 | 79044 | NWR | 1 of 1 | WRFM News (New York, N.Y.). 1979-10-16--excerpt, The Semantics of Rights (Constitutional Rights) | WRFM | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available
1980 | 80004 | NWT | 1 of 1 | First Amendment Series | WDBJ | Roanoke, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available
*Also available for online viewing
1982 | 82038 | PSR | 1 of 1 | Bill of Rights Education Project | Pacifica Programming Service | Berkeley, CA, USA
1982 | 82056 | DCR | 1b of 2 | Bill of Rights Radio Education Project. [1982-04], Native American Land claims and the Bill of Rights | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1982 | 82056 | DCR | 2 of 2 | Bill of Rights Radio Education Project. [1982-04], Cruel and Unusual Punishment, the Eighth Amendment, and Prison Conditions | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1983 | 83004 | PST | 3-4 of 6 | The Constitution: That Delicate Balance. Criminal Justice and a Defendant's Right to a Free Trial | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1983 | 83020 | DCR | 1 of 5 | The Bill of Rights Education Project. [No. 1], Open Secrets | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA

1983 | 83020 | DCR | 2 of 5 | The Bill of Rights Education Project. [No. 2], Without Due Process | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA

1983 | 83020 | DCR | 3 of 5 | The Bill of Rights Education Project. [No. 3], Cults and the Constitution | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA

1983 | 83020 | DCR | 4 of 5 | The Bill of Rights Education Project. [No. 4], Crazy and/or Guilty as Charged | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA

1983 | 83020 | DCR | 5 of 5 | The Bill of Rights Education Project. [No. 5], Television on Trial | Pacifica | Los Angeles, CA, USA

1984 | 84024 | EDT | 1 of 2 | The Constitution: That Delicate Balance. [Program 6, No. 206], Crime and Punishments | PBS | Potomac, MD, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1984 | 84024 | EDT | 2 of 2 | The Constitution: That Delicate Balance. [Program 10, No. 210], The Sovereign Self: Right To Life, Right To Die | PBS | Potomac, MD, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available
1986 | 1986003 | ENT | 1-2 of 2 | The Right of the People | ABC | Los Angeles, CA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87007 | EDT | 1 of 1 | The U.S. Constitution. [No. 4, 1987-09-15], Freedom of Expression | Agency for Instructional Technology | Bloomington, IN, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87007 | PST | 1 of 1 | The Presidency and the Constitution. [No. 1, 1987-05-05], The Making of a Justice | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87008 | EDT | 1 of 1 | The U.S. Constitution. [No. 5, 1987-09-15], Equal Protection of the Laws | Agency for Instructional Technology | Bloomington, IN, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87012 | EDT | 1a of 2 | This Constitution. [No. 1], The Federal City | Maryland Public Television | Owings Mills, MD, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87012 | EDT | 1b of 2 | This Constitution. [No. 2], South Carolina and the United States | Maryland Public Television | Owings Mills, MD, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87012 | EDT | 2 of 2 | This Constitution. [No. 5], The Rise and Fall of Prohibition | Maryland Public Television | Owings Mills, MD, USA
1987 | 87023 | NWT | 1 of 1 | Blacks and the Constitution | WOSU | Columbus, OH, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87033 | DCT | 1 of 4 | We The People. [No. 1, 1987-09-22], Free to Believe | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87033 | DCT | 2 of 4 | We The People. [No. 2], What Price Equality? | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87033 | DCT | 3 of 4 | We The People. [No. 3], Law and Order | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87033 | DCT | 4 of 4 | We The People. [No. 4], Who's in Charge? | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87035 | EDT | 1 of 1 | A More Perfect Union | CNN | Atlanta, GA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87039 | ENT | 1-3 of 3 | We The People 200: The Constitutional Gala | CBS | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87076 | PST | 1 of 4 | Moyers: In Search of the Constitution. [No. 102, 1987-04-23], Mr. Justice Blackmun | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87076 | PST | 2 of 4 | Moyers: In Search of the Constitution. [No. 106], God and the Constitution | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87076 | PST | 3 of 4 | Moyers: In Search of the Constitution. [No. 109, 1987-06-11], For the People | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87106 | NWT | 1-3 of 3 | ABC News Special. [2007-09-16], The Blessings of Liberty | ABC | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87166 | DCT | 1 of 1 | ABC evening news (Television program). [1987-09-08], Night (10:00 feed)--excerpt, The Constitution: We Live it Every Day | ABC | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1987 | 87170 | DCT | 1-2 of 2 | Moyers (Television program). [1987-11-04], The Secret Government... The Constitution In Crisis | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1988 | 88026 | DCT | 1-2 of 2 | Moyers. The Secret Government ... The Constitution In Crisis | PBS | Arlington, VA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

1991 | 91136 | DCT | 1-2 of 2 | The Bill of Rights Series | World Monitor Television | Boston, MA, USA

2004 | 2004006 | DCT | 1 of 1 | The Cost of Freedom: Civil Liberties, Security and the USA Patriot Act | IPTV | Johnston, IA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available
2004 | 2004069 | DCT | 1a of 1 | The First Amendment Project. [2004-12-07, 10:00 PM], Fox v. Franken | Court TV | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

2004 | 2004069 | DCT | 1b of 1 | The First Amendment Project. [2004-12-07, 10:30 PM], Poetic License | Court TV | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

2004 | 2004069 | DCT | 1c of 1 | The First Amendment Project. [2004-12-14, 10:00 PM], Some Assembly Required | Court TV | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

2004 | 2004069 | DCT | 1d of 1 | The First Amendment Project. [2004-12-14, 10:30 PM], No Joking | Court TV | New York, NY, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

2004 | 2004094 | DCT | 1 of 6 | Presidential Conversations on the Constitution. Gerald Ford | WHYY TV12 | Philadelphia, PA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available

2004 | 2004094 | DCT | 4 of 6 | Presidential Conversations on the Constitution. Gerald Ford | WHYY TV12 | Philadelphia, PA, USA


2006 | 2006021 | INT | 9a of 9 | Massachusetts School of Law Conference Series. [2006-10-14], Presidential Power in America: The Constitution, the Defense of a Nation, and the National Ethos. [No. 1], The Sovereign Powers, the President and Congress: In Conflict or Concert? | CN8 Channel | Brookline, MA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available

*VHS Viewing Copy Available
2007 | 2007009 | INT | 5 of 17 | Dan Rather Reports (Television program). [No. 223], The Constitution in Question | HDNet | Denver, CO, USA
*DVD Viewing Copy Available

2007 | 2007019 | EDT | 1 of 1 | The Constitution Project. [2007-09-13], An Independent Judiciary | Annenberg Foundation Trust at Sunnylands | Rancho Mirage, CA, USA
*VHS Viewing Copy Available